With two nights in Denali and a half-day cruise around Resurrection Bay, this 13-night vacation is filled with opportunities to see Alaskan wildlife by land and sea.

DAY 3 – MONDAY | Denali
- Spend the day in Denali National Park traveling into the unspoiled wilderness on the lookout for wildlife on the Denali Natural History Tour*.
- Afterwards, your time is your own. Peruse the exhibits at the museum-like visitor center, stroll the trails or relax back at the lodge. Overnight at Denali Park Village.

*For an additional charge, upgrade to the Tundra Wilderness Tour, available through your Adventure Specialist.

DAY 6 – THURSDAY | Anchorage | Seward
- The day begins with a guided visit of the acclaimed Anchorage Museum and a brief city tour. Then enjoy free time downtown for lunch, shopping and exploring on your own, before the deluxe motor coach takes you along the Chugach Mountains to the coast.
- From 4:00 p.m., the historic port town of Seward is yours to discover. Stroll the historic downtown, one of Alaska’s oldest communities, or hike a trail that is so close to a glacier, you can hear the ice cracking. Overnight at Seward Windsong Lodge.

DAY 7 – FRIDAY | Seward
- Enjoy a relaxing morning before heading to Seward’s small-boat harbor, where you’ll take the Resurrection Bay Wildlife Cruise, exploring the coastal habitats that support birds, marine life and land animals.
- Bid your Adventure Specialist goodbye at the pier where you’ll board the ship.

DAY 7-14 – CRUISE | 7-night sailing from Seward to Vancouver